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Abstract The ionospheric electron temperature is important for determining the neutral/photochemical
escape rate from the Martian atmosphere via the dissociative recombination of O2

+. The Langmuir Probe
and Waves instrument onboard MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN) measures electron
temperatures in the ionosphere. The current paper studies electron temperatures in the dayside for two
regions where (1) crustal magnetic fields are dominant and (2) drapedmagnetic fields are dominant. Overall,
the electron temperature is lower in the crustal‐field regions, namely, the strong magnetic field region,
which is due to a transport of cold electrons along magnetic field lines from the lower to upper atmosphere.
The electron temperature is also greater for high solar extreme ultraviolet conditions, which is associated
with the local extreme ultraviolet energy deposition. The current models underestimate the electron
temperature above 250‐km altitude in the crustal‐field region. Electron heat conduction associated with a
photoelectron transport in the crustal‐field regions is altered due to kinetic effects, such the magnetic mirror
and/or ambipolar electric field because the electron mean free path exceeds the relevant length scale for
electron temperature. The mirror force can affect the electron and heat transport between low altitudes,
where the neutral density and related electron cooling rates are the greatest, and high altitudes, while the
ambipolar electric field decelerates the electron's upward motion. These effects have not been included in
current models of the electron energetics, and consideration of such effects on the electron temperature in
the crustal‐field region should be considered for future numerical simulations.

1. Introduction

The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft (s/c) has observed the ionosphere of
Mars since November 2014. Describing and explaining how the electron temperature (Te) in the iono-
sphere varies with location and with solar conditions (Jakosky et al., 2015) is important because Te sig-
nificantly affects the dissociative recombination rate of O2

+ ions, which is a key pathway for
photochemical escape of neutral oxygen (Ergun et al., 2015; Lillis et al., 2015). A key goal of the
MAVEN mission is to characterize the escape of atmospheric gas to space, and thus, knowledge of Te
is important.

The only in situ measurements of plasma temperatures in the ionosphere prior to the MAVENmission were
provided by the two Viking landers in 1976. The Retarding Potential Analyzer onboard Viking 1 measured
electron temperatures above 200 km, and the data showed three electron populations, that is, (1) thermal
electrons, (2) photoelectrons, and (3) electrons of solar wind origin, with temperatures of about 3,000,
30,000, and 200,000 K above 250 km, respectively (Hanson & Mantas, 1988). The amount of Te data and
suprathermal electron data has dramatically increased since MAVEN arrived at Mars. The Langmuir
Probe and Waves (LPW) instrument onboard MAVEN measures electron temperatures and densities
(Andersson et al., 2015). Ergun et al. (2015) presented altitude profiles of electron temperature obtained dur-
ing the MAVEN deep dip campaign in April 2015, during which periapsis altitude was as low as 130 km
(Jakosky et al., 2015). The LPW data showed that the electron temperature increases with altitude from
≈600 K at 130 km to 980 K at 200 km. The LPW instrument has a lower temperature limit of ≈500 K, and
so temperatures reported close to 500 K might actually be lower than this (Ergun et al., 2015). Ergun et al.
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(2015) also showed that the electron temperature rapidly increases from ≈800 to ≈2,800 K as altitude
increases from 180 to 300 km.

Suprathermal electrons, which can heat thermal electrons via Coulomb collisions, have also been observed
at Mars by the Magnetometer and Electron Reflectometer (MAG/ER) instrument onboard the Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) s/c (Liemohn et al., 2003, 2006; Mitchell et al., 2000) and the Electron Spectrometer (ELS)
from the Analyzer of Space Plasmas and Energetic Atoms (ASPERA‐3) onboard the Mars Express (MEX) s/c
(Coates et al., 2011; Frahm et al., 2006; Lundin et al., 2004). The Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA)
instrument onboard MAVEN (Mitchell et al., 2016; Sakai et al., 2015, 2016) has been also measured the
suprathermal electrons in recent years.

Past observations have shown that the ionospheric electron characteristics are influenced by the crustal
magnetic field (e.g., Andrews et al., 2013, 2015; Fang et al., 2017; Withers et al., 2005). The ionosphere of
Mars contains both solar wind draped magnetic fields and local crustal magnetic fields depending on the
geographical locations (Acuña, 1998), although Mars currently has no significant global intrinsic magnetic
field. The crustal magnetic fields are in both open (i.e., cusps) and closed field lines (Brain et al., 2007; Xu
et al., 2017), and the configuration is time‐dependent. In both cases the magnetic field provides good connec-
tivity between high and low altitudes in the ionosphere, that is, between ~100‐ and 500‐km altitudes, in com-
parison with the largely horizontal fields, namely, the draped magnetic field of solar wind origin (Bertucci
et al., 2003; Brain et al., 2003). Flynn et al. (2017) showed that the electron density is higher (e.g.,
Andrews et al., 2013, 2015) and temperature is lower in the dayside ionosphere of the crustal‐field regions
above 200 km. They qualitatively anticipated that processes associated with plasma transport lead to the
observed anticorrelation of electron densities and temperature in the crustal‐field region at Mars (e.g.,
Schunk & Nagy, 2009).

Several numerical models also have reproduced the electron temperatures observed by Viking and MAVEN
with varying degrees of success. Past simulations suggested that the heating by solar radiation was not suffi-
cient, instead that external heat fluxes at the “top” of the ionosphere are required in order to explain the
Viking observations (Chen et al., 1978; Choi et al., 1998; Cravens et al., 1980; Johnson, 1978; Matta et al.,
2014; Rohrbaugh et al., 1979; Singhal & Whitten, 1988). Matta et al. (2014) showed that topside heat fluxes
of 1.5 × 1010 eV · cm−2 · s−1 for electrons and 2 × 107 eV · cm−2 · s−1 for ions are needed to match the Viking
data. Sakai et al. (2016) were able to reproduce the high topside electron temperatures (e.g., 3,000 K at 300‐
km altitude) observed by MAVEN without invoking a topside heat flux when magnetic field topologies con-
sistent with the measured magnetic field were adopted, namely, mainly draped and horizontal. However,
the electron temperatures were lower when the radial/vertical magnetic field lines are considered due to effi-
cient heat transport from higher to lower altitudes. This suggested that the modeled electron temperature
should be lower than the observations in the crustal‐field region, but the transport mechanism is not clear.

In the current paper, based on MAVEN data analysis, we show that the reason why the current models can-
not accurately predict electron temperature in the high altitude of crustal‐field region is the neglect of kinetic
effects, such as the magnetic mirror force and ambipolar electric field, on electron heat transport in the pre-
sence of crustal fields. The current paper also confirms the Flynn et al. (2017) conclusion just stated.

2. MAVEN LPW

The MAVEN LPW in its Langmuir Probe (LP) mode measures current‐voltage (I‐V) characteristics, from
which the local electron density, temperature, and s/c potential are derived (Andersson et al., 2015; Ergun
et al., 2015). In its wave mode, LPW can detect plasma waves that can heat ions, resulting in atmospheric
escape (Andersson et al., 2015; Ergun et al., 2006; Fowler et al., 2017). The electron temperatures obtained
from the LPmode are the subject of the current paper. The LP sensor has two independent cylindrical probes
that are 0.635 cm in diameter and 40 cm long. The probes are situated 7.1 m from the s/c main body. The LP
instruments measure the electrical current collected by the impinging plasma particles by sweeping the
probe‐biased voltages, normally with 128 steps, for a voltage range that depends on the s/c altitude and local
plasma conditions. At periapsis, where cold electrons of <1 eV (≈12,000 K) dominate, the LP instrument is
typically operated with a sweep range of ± 5 V, a sweep duration of 1–4 s, and at a cadence of 1–2 sweeps per
4 s. The local electron density and temperature are derived from each current‐voltage curve using an
enhanced fitting process based on those presented by, for example, Ergun et al. (2015).
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3. MAVEN Orbits Used in the Study: Data Selection

The dependence of electron temperatures on magnetic field configuration
is studied in the current paper. Mars has no significant global intrinsic
magnetic field, but it does have localized intrinsic crustal magnetic
fields (Acuña, 1998; i.e., cusp or closed) at some geographic locations,
concentrated mainly in the southern hemisphere. We investigate the
electron temperature, photoelectron flux, and magnetic characteristics
in two geographical regions: (1) the crustal magnetic field region and
(2) the draped magnetic field region. We use the geographical
position of MAVEN (i.e., latitude and longitude) to define whether the
s/c is sampling a crustal field region or in a draped magnetic field region.
Figure 1 shows a map of the radial component of crustal magnetic
field (Br). We use the dayside data taken at an altitude below 500 km
and solar zenith angle less than 70°. The LPW data in the time period from
April 2015 to March 2018 are statistically investigated, which covers all
seasons of Mars.

Our criteria for defining the dayside crustal region are (1) a latitude range
of 70°S to 0°N and (2) a longitude range of 100° to 250° (cf. Connerney
et al., 2005) except for the area of 225° < lon. < 250° and 20°S < lat. <

0°N, which is used for the draped region. The crustal‐field region used is also shown in an area surrounded
by red dashed lines of Figure 1.

For the drapedmagnetic field regions on the dayside in our study we used the following criteria: (1) a latitude
range of 30°S to 70°N and (2) a longitude range of 100 to 280° except for the areas of 100° < lon. < 225° and
20°S < lat. < 0°, and 225° < lon. < 250° and 30°S < lat. < 20°S, which are used for the crustal‐field region.
This region is also shown in Figure 1 as the area surrounded by blue dashed lines.

4. Electron Temperatures Measured by LPW
4.1. Temperature Dependence on Magnetic Field Topology: Crustal‐Field Region Versus Draped‐
Field Region

The electron temperature measured by LPW at 200‐km altitude is typically about 1,000 K, but Te dramati-
cally increases above 200 km, and almost reaches 3,000 K at an altitude of about 400 km (e.g., Ergun
et al., 2015; Flynn et al., 2017). The LPW instrument is designed to measure the high densities (10–105

cm‐3) and low temperatures (< 1 eV or ≈12,000 K) that characterize the Martian ionosphere (Andersson
et al., 2015). When the temperature is larger than ≈1 eV (the suprathermal portion of the distribution con-
tributes to the cold core distributions) LPW cannot resolve the hot temperature. Electron temperatures for
the crustal‐field region and the draped‐field region are compared in this section. Figure 2 shows Te distribu-
tions (grey dots) in crustal‐ (panel a) and draped‐field (panel c) regions.

The electron temperatures observed by MAVEN have the same trend reported by previous studies (e.g.,
Ergun et al., 2015). Figures 2b and 2d show histograms of electron temperature distribution every 125 K
at 275–325 km for the crustal‐ (light pink; panel b) and draped‐field (light blue; panel d) regions. One can
obviously find that the temperature is higher for the draped‐field case from the histograms (Figures 2b
and 2d). The mean temperature is ≈2,400 K for the crustal‐field region and ≈3,400 K for the draped‐field
region. The scatter in the temperatures is particularly large for the draped‐field region. The histograms indi-
cate that the difference is mainly in the high‐temperature “tail” present in the draped‐field histogram, which
causes the temperature scatter for the draped‐field region. The ratio of Te ≥ 4,000 K to the population is ≈3%
in the crustal‐field region and ≈14% in the draped‐field region. The high‐temperature component could ori-
ginate from the solar wind or magnetosheath because the draped field is originally the solar wind magnetic
field. These results support the Flynn et al. (2017) conclusions. Ergun et al. (2015) estimated a range of scat-
ter of the LPW electron temperatures observed by LPW in the 300‐ to 500‐km altitude range of 2,500 to 3,500
K with a mean temperature of 3,130 K. The spread was less for altitudes lower than 300 km (see Figure 4 of
Ergun et al.).

Figure 1. The radial component of the crustal magnetic field at 400 km
based on Cain et al. (2003) is shown on the Martian map. Areas sur-
rounded by red and blue dashed lines denote the crustal‐field region and the
draped region, respectively.
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The solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation influences the ionospheric energy transport. The colored
lines of Figures 2a and 2c show the electron temperature at each EUV irradiance level. Note that daily‐
averaged EUV irradiances (17–22 nm) are used to sort the data. We adopt the daily‐averaged Flare
Irradiance Spectral Model‐Mars (FISM‐M; Chamberlin et al., 2007; Thiemann et al., 2017), which deter-
mines irradiances based on the MAVEN EUV Monitor (Eparvier et al., 2015) Level 3 data product
(Thiemann et al., 2017) for the EUV irradiances and gives the spectral irradiances at a 1‐min cadence
and also daily averages.

The measured electron temperature is higher when EUV irradiances are higher in both crustal and draped‐
field regions except for the very highest EUV case (which we do not understand), and it is consistent with
results of the EUV deposition, which takes place in the ionosphere below 210‐km altitude (Peterson et al.,
2018). It suggests that the high solar irradiance raises the electron temperature. In contrast, the temperature
is still lower for the crustal‐field region at the same EUV irradiance level. Note that the oscillation of red lines
is due to the small number of samples in this EUV range.

4.2. Dependence on Magnetic Field and on Suprathermal Electrons

The crustal magnetic field should affect the electron temperature distribution because forces interacting on
crustal‐field lines are different from those on draped field lines. Figure 2 of this paper and Flynn et al. (2017)
both showed that the temperatures are lower for the crustal‐field region at high altitudes. Two selected
regions in this study support this, and the magnetic field trends are presented in Figure 3. The figure shows
mean temperature for a local magnetic field independent of the region, and this suggests that the strong
magnetic field is associated with lower temperature. One possible explanation for low electron temperature
in the crustal‐field region is the magnetic mirror force on electrons, which is larger in the crustal‐field region

Figure 2. Scatter plot of ionospheric electron temperatures for (a) crustal‐field region and (c) draped‐field region observed by Mars Atmosphere and Volatile
EvolutioN (MAVEN) Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW). The colored lines of panels a and c show the median of electron temperature in each solar extreme
ultraviolet irradiance bin along with error bars of the standard error. The histograms of temperatures for (b) crustal‐ (light pink) and (d) draped‐field region (light
blue) are also shown along with the mean value and standard variation (SD).
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than in the draped‐field region. The magnetic mirror force could be a dri-
ver of electron transport along the field line from low where the colder
electrons than 1 eV (≈12,000 K) are dominant to high altitude, facilitating
the electron cooling at high altitude.

Photoelectron distributions are also important for determining the elec-
tron temperature in the ionosphere because they heat the cold electrons
by a few eV via Coulomb collisions, transferring energy from solar
photons to the electron gas. The relationship between suprathermal elec-
trons including photoelectrons and electron temperature are investigated
with MAVEN data. Sakai et al. (2015) presented comparisons between
modeled suprathermal electron fluxes and fluxes measured by the
SWEA instrument. Figures 4a shows electron flux measured by SWEA
integrated over energy for an altitude of around 300 km for all energies.
Note that the SWEA instrument measures electron fluxes for energies
between 3 eV and 4.6 keV (Mitchell et al., 2016). The area surrounded
by black dashed lines shows the crustal‐field region in this study.

The mean flux integrated over all energy bins is mostly the same in
both the crustal‐field and draped‐field region (Figure 4a). Note that
fluxes integrated over all energy bins are dominated by fluxes below

20 eV (e.g., Sakai et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2017), which are expected to mainly be photoelectrons and
not solar wind electrons (Liemohn et al., 2003; Sakai et al., 2015), and such suprathermal electrons are
effective for the electron heating. Figure 4b shows examples of energy flux spectra observed by SWEA
in both crustal‐field (blue) and draped‐field (green) regions. The shape of the electron energy spectra
does not change much, but quantitatively, the flux is slightly greater in the crustal‐field region than in
the draped‐field region. However, the electron temperature that LPW observed at this time is lower in
the crustal‐field region, that is, Te ≈2,000 K in the crustal‐field region and ≈2,400 K in the draped‐field
region at 300‐km altitude. This suggests that the lower electron temperatures measured in the crustal‐
field regions cannot solely be explained by lower suprathermal electron (i.e., photoelectron) fluxes and
might be related to the ambipolar electric field or some other factor. Note that the solar zenith angle
was close to ≈64° in both cases and EUV irradiances were ≈2.4 × 10‐5 W/m2 and ≈2.8 × 10‐5 w/m2

in the crustal‐field region and draped‐field region, respectively.

Figure 4. (a) The omnidirectional electron fluxes integrated over energies for all energy bins observed by Solar Wind
Electron Analyzer (SWEA) when Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) was between 275‐ and 325‐km
altitude. The dashed box indicates the crustal‐field region. (b) Examples of the SWEA energy spectrum observed in the
crustal‐field region (blue) and draped‐field region (green). MAVEN passed through the crustal‐field region at 4:25 on 27
March 2018 and the draped‐field region at 5:35 on 27 December 2017.

Figure 3. The dependence of electron temperature on the magnetic field
strength as a function of altitude.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Low Electron Temperatures in the Crustal‐Field Region

Electron temperatures measured by LPW on the dayside were typically
lower for the crustal‐field region than for the draped‐field region at alti-
tudes between 200 and 400 km (Figure 2, and also see Flynn et al.,
2017). Given the modeling results shown by Sakai et al. (2016) or by
Matta et al. (2014), perhaps this is not entirely surprising. These authors
solved the electron energy equation, which includes photoelectron heat-
ing, electron‐neutral and ion cooling, and heat conduction, subject to dif-
ferent assumptions on the magnetic field topology. Sakai et al. (2016)
found that for mainly horizontal (draped) magnetic field lines, model tem-
peratures at altitudes higher than 200 km agreed with LPW data reason-
ably well (Te ≈ 3000 K; Figures 2c and 2d of current paper). However,
when the magnetic field was mainly radial/vertical, allowing efficient
heat transport from higher to lower altitudes, the calculated temperature
above 200 km was much lower (Te ≈ 1,000 K), and less than the measured
temperatures (Te ≈ 2,000 K; see Figures 2a and 2b of current paper).
Similar results were obtained by Matta et al. (2014). To summarize this,
current models underestimate the electron temperatures inside crustal‐

field regions, as compared to MAVEN observations (i.e., the current paper and Flynn et al., 2017).

The current theoretical treatment of the electron energetics for the crustal field regions of Mars is miss-
ing something. One possible problem with the standard heat conduction formulation (cf., Schunk &
Nagy, 2009) for the Martian crustal‐field ionosphere is that the electron collisional mean free path
(mfp), λmfp, for higher altitudes is comparable to, or exceeds, the scale‐length of the temperature gradient
(L ≈ Te/|dTe/ds|≈ 50 km). That is, the standard heat conduction formulation is not adequate in this case.
For draped magnetic fields at Mars, or any field configuration that is largely horizontal, the conduction
length scale L ≈ RM/2 ≈ 1,500 km where RM is the radius of Mars, which should make the conduction form-
alismmore appropriate. However, for crustal field regions, the field configurations are more “confined” than
for the draped case and have larger radial/vertical components. Note that everywhere in the part of the iono-
sphere observed by MAVEN (z > 140 km or so) the electron gyrofrequency (Ω ≈ 1,000 s−1 for a 10 nT field)
exceeds the collision frequency (νen≈ 100 s−1 at the ionospheric peak). The heat flux in the direction, s, along
the magnetic field is given by F = ‐Ke (dTe/ds) with conductivity coefficient (Rees, 1989):

Ke≈ ζ=3ð ÞnekB<ve>λmfp

where ne is the electron density, kB is Boltzmann's constant, <ve> is the random electron speed (i.e., the ther-
mal speed, <ve> = [kBTe/me]

1/2), and ζ is a numerical constant of order unity. For Te ≈ 1,500 K, the electron
random velocity <ve> is ≈150 km/s.

When the dominant collision process is electron Coulomb collisions with electrons and ions (i.e., collision
frequency of νee = νei = bn/T3/2 where b ≈ 54 for n in cgs units—cf., Schunk & Nagy, 2009), the mfp is
λmfpee ≈ <ve>/νee and one obtains the standard Spitzer conductivity: Ke = [(ζkB

2)/(bme)]Te
5/2. If electron‐

neutral collisions also take place, then the mfp is λmfp
−1 = λmfpee

−1 + λmfpen
−1. The electron‐neutal mfp

is represented by λmfpen ≈ <ve>/νen with collision frequency νen ≈ cnn, where nn is the neutral number den-
sity in cgs units and c ≈ 10‐8 cm3/s is a coefficient depending on target species and other parameters
(Cravens, 1997).

Figure 5 shows the electron mean free path versus altitude using typical densities measured by MAVEN
(Table 2 from Cravens et al., 2017). Relevant length scales for Te spatial variations can be estimated from
L≈ Te/ (dTe/ds), where s is horizontal distance or altitude. For draped‐field regions the length scales are
greater than the mfp and a standard conductivity approach should be valid (i.e., Sakai et al., 2016).
However, for crustal regions, the mfp exceed the relevant length scales for altitudes above 200 km. A theo-
retical approach has not, to our knowledge, been developed that would handle this situation, at least for
Mars, and takes into account possible processes such as magnetic mirroring, polarization electric fields,

Figure 5. Electron mean free path (blue) is shown as a function of altitude.
Typical length scales for horizontal (green) and vertical (magenta) Te var-
iations are shown for comparison.
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and pitch‐angle scattering. Note that the mfp is actually dominated by λmfpee above 200‐km altitude because
the electron‐neutral collision frequency is quite small.

The transport of photoelectrons, as well as thermal electrons, is also affected by the above limitations, espe-
cially in the crustal‐field region (e.g., Liemohn et al., 2003). The SWEA instrument observed substantial low
energy electron fluxes at higher altitudes that probably were created deeper in the ionosphere by the photo-
ionization of neutrals (Figure 4b). The radial transport of electrons along crustal field lines should be affected
by (1) the magnetic mirror force and (2) the ambipolar electric field force. The magnetic mirror force can
move electrons from lower ionosphere where cold electrons are dominant to upper atmosphere, contribut-
ing to the electron cooling at higher altitudes. The ambipolar electric field decelerates the electron's upward
motion. The balance between the magnetic mirror force and ambipolar electric field is important in deter-
mining the electron temperature in the crustal‐field region.

5.2. Influence of the Solar Longitude on Electron Temperature

The electron temperature depends on the EUV irradiances and is higher for high EUV levels (Figure 2). The
EUV irradiances might be affected by the solar longitude (Ls). Figure 6 shows the Ls dependence on EUV
irradiances for 3 years from April 2015 to March 2018. Note that the Ls is plotted every 30°. The EUV irra-
diances tend to be low around the aphelion (Ls = 70°) and high around the perihelion (Ls = 250°). It means
that the EUV irradiances vary with Ls. The EUV irradiances are high when Mars is located near the sun so
that the electron temperature tends to be high.

6. Summary

Electron temperatures were studied in the dayside of two regions of (1) crustal‐field region and (2) draped‐
field region using the LPW instrument onboard MAVEN focusing on the altitude region of 250–350 km. The
LPW observations showed that the electron temperature was lower in the crustal‐field region of strong mag-
netic field than in the draped field region at high altitudes. We suggest that electron and electron heat trans-
port take place along magnetic field lines and that this transports heat in the ionosphere more effectively for
crustal field geometries, where the field is more radial. But the conduction formalism needs more investiga-
tion for crustal fields due to kinetic effects including the greater importance of the balance between mirror
force and the ambipolar electric field. The magnetic mirror force can transport electrons from the lower
ionosphere where the cold electrons are dominant to higher altitudes, contributing to the electron

Figure 6. The dependences of the solar longitude on the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) irradiances are plotted every 30°. The
black dots are the EUV irradiances based on theMars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) observations, and the
red lines denote the median of EUV irradiances every 30°.
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cooling, while the ambipolar electric field slows down the electron's upward motion. The solar EUV also
affects the electron temperature, and the electron temperature is higher in the high EUV irradiances. It
might be associated with the EUV energy deposition suggested by Peterson et al. (2018). The EUV irra-
diances are high around the perihelion and low around the aphelion, meaning that the electron temperature
probably depends on the solar longitude.

Our data analysis shows that current models of the electron energetics (i.e., temperature) cannot accurately
predict electron temperature above 250‐km altitude in the crustal‐field region, and this suggests that models
need to take into account kinetic effects such as the mirror forces and ambipolar electric fields, among
others. Magnetic mirror forces and ambipolar electric field can influence the electron heat conduction asso-
ciated with a photoelectron transport in the crustal‐field region where the local magnetic field is more ver-
tical. These effects need to be considered in the crustal‐field region because the electron mean free path
exceeds the relevant length scale of temperature gradient, resulting in that the standard Spitzer conductivity
cannot be applied. These processes have not been investigated in detail via modeling yet, and thus, properly
accounting for these kinetic effects on the electron temperature in the crustal‐field region should be a focus
in future numerical simulations.
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